HepMC is an Object Oriented event record written in C++ for High Energy Physics Monte Carlo event generators. Many extensions from HEPEVT, the Fortran HEP standard, are supported: the number of entries is unlimited, spin density matrices can be stored with each vertex, flow patterns (such as colour) can be stored and traced, random number generator states can be stored, and an arbitrary number of event weights can be included. Particles and vertices are stored separately in a graph structure, reflecting the evolution of a physics event. The added information supports the modularisation of event generators. The event record has been kept as simple as possible with minimal internal/external dependencies. Event information is accessed by means of iterators supplied with HepMC.
choosing OO software architecture, the development of Pythia 7 (1) in C++ is underway, and the design phase of a C++ version of Herwig (2) has started. Currently no standard OO event record has been adopted by the HEP community 3 . In order for an event record to be accepted it must be simple for the end user to access information, while maintaining the power and flexibility offered by OO design. The HepMC event record has been developed as a proposal to satisfy these criteria and is proposed as a replacement and extension of HEPEVT (5), the Fortran HEP standard.
HepMC is an object oriented event record written in C++ for Monte Carlo Generators in High Energy Physics. It has been developed independent of a particular experiment or event generator. It is intended to serve as both a "container class" for storing events after generation and also as a "framework" in which events can be built up inside a set of generators. This allows for the modularisation of event generators -wherein different event generators could be employed for different steps or components of the event generation process (illustrated in Figure 1 ).
Structure of the HepMC Event Record
Physics events are generally visualised using diagrams with a graph structure (Figure 2 , left) which HepMC imitates by separating out particles from vertices and representing them as the edges and nodes of a graph 4 ( Figure 2 , right). The extension to multiple collisions is natural -a super-position of many nonconnected graphs -and so the event may contain an unlimited number of (possibly interconnected) graphs. Particles and vertices can be combined into any graph structure -there are no restrictions about closed directed cycles, multiple particles connecting vertices, or multiple graph roots. The components of the event are separated into a set of C++ classes which form the event record and contain the information which is specific to a particular event. A separate modular set of classes form an index of particle properties, containing the data which are common to all particles of a given type, i.e. charge, mass, lifetime, etc. The HepMC classes are described in this section and the relationships between classes are shown in Appendix A.
Event
In HepMC, an event is a container of all vertices belonging to the event. Optionally a pointer to the primary root vertex can be stored. To allow the possibility of many processes being generated within the same job, a process id can be stored. Extended event features such as a container of event weights and a container for states of random number generators have been implemented such that if left empty or unused performance and memory usage will be similar to that of an event without these features. A container of tags specifying the meaning of the event weights and random number generator state entries is envisioned as part of a higher level class -which describes the complete generation job and is beyond the scope of an event record.
Vertex
The vertex forms the nodes which link particles into a graph structure. The basic information associated with a vertex is the listing of its incoming and outgoing particles, its position in terms of a Lorentz vector and a possible vertex identifier.
For each vertex a container of weights is included with the intention of storing additional information associated with the vertex, such as amplitude decomposition in terms of colour flow and/or helicity (spin density matrices). It is envisioned that a generator package choosing to assign e.g. spin density matrices to particle production vertices should provide the functional form of the frame definition for the matrix as a method for interpreting the weights. This implementation is intensionally generic to give maximum freedom to the sub-generators -allowing for different form definitions.
The number of vertices in each event is open-ended.
Particle
The particle is the basic unit within the event record. A particle is composed of the Lorentz vector, flow, and polarisation information. In addition pointers to the particle's production and end vertex are included, which provide an intuitive and fast access to the relationships of a particle. In order to ensure consistency between vertices/particles -these pointers can only be set from the vertex. Thus adding a particle to a vertex as incoming will automatically set the end vertex of the particle to point to that vertex.
Optional extended particle features like flow and polarisation have been implemented such that if left empty/unused there is no impact on performance or memory usage.
The flow property of a particle is used to keep track of flow patterns within a graph. The flow pattern information is stored as a series of integer flow codes and indices. Each type of flow (helicity, colour, charge etc.) is assigned a unique flow index (i.e. colour flow uses index 1 and 2) and each pattern of a given flow type is assigned its own unique integer code. These codes are attached to each particle through which the pattern passes. This is similar to the method used for colour flow in Herwig (2), with the exception that there is no limit to the number of flow types that may be stored. Herwig's method features the possibility of storing non-conserved flow patterns (such as baryon number violation in SUSY models).
Polarisation information is stored as the polar and azimuthal angles of a normal three-vector.
The number of particles in each vertex is open-ended.
Particle Data
General particle data information is not a property of an event record, but for completeness a basic particle data table container of particle data has been included in HepMC. There are no dependencies between the particle data objects and the other elements of the event as the access to general particle data is implemented in HepMC as a particle identifier code lookup (the Particle Data Group (6) (PDG) convention is adopted). This keeps the event record modular from the particle data table allowing applications to use the event record independently of the particle data table.
The particle data information available in HepMC is a PDG particle identifier code, name, charge, mass, lifetime (c × τ ) and spin.
Accessing information in the Event Record

Iterators
Intuitive and fast access to vertices and particles in an event is provided by the use of iterators following the C++ Standard Template Library (7) (STL) style.
Methods to build lists of particles or vertices are not provided, as the STL provides these functionalities with algorithms such as copy and iterator adaptors such as back_inserter giving a clean generic approach. Using this functionality it is easy to obtain lists of particles/vertices given some criteria -such as a list of all final state particles. Classes which provide the criteria(denoted predicates) are also not provided, as the number of possibilities is open ended and specific to the application, however, implementing a predicate is simple.
Two implementations of vertex and particle iterators are provided with HepMC.
The first type of iterators is a simple re-definition of the STL set::iterator defined so that all HepMC iterators look similar. These iterators should be used to traverse all vertices or particles in the event exactly once.
The second type of iterators has both a starting point and a range allowing the user to step into a specific part of a particle/vertex graph and obtain targeted information about it. The starting point is the vertex -called the root -from which the iterator was instantiated, and the range is defined relative to this point. The user may choose a range which traverses all parents and/or children (meaning the immediately adjacent particles/vertices going into and/or out of the root) or ancestors and/or descendants (meaning all recursive parents and/or children). The iterator algorithm traverses the graph by converting it to a tree (by "chopping" the edges at the point where a closed cycle connects to an already visited vertex) and returning the vertices in post order. These iterators require more logic than the first type and thus access time is slower (the time required to return one vertex goes like log n, where n is the number of vertices already returned by the iterator).
The particle iterators behaves exactly like the vertex iterators, with the exception that they return particles rather than vertices. As a particle defines an edge or line (rather than a point) in the particle/vertex graph, it is intuitive to define the particle iterator relative to a vertex (point in the graph), thus the starting point (root) is still a vertex, and the range is defined relative to this root.
Input/output interface
Various input/output strategies are provided with HepMC. The interface for these strategies is specified in an abstract base class. These strategies are capable of input/output of events and particle data tables -as such they depend directly on both the event record classes and particle data table classes.
Technical information
HepMC is written within the HepMC:: namespace and consists of 8 core classes (GeneratorEvent, Vertex, Particle, Flow, Polarisation, ParticleData, ParticleDataTable, IO BaseClass) and several utility classes (i.e. IO HEPEVT, IO Ascii, IO PDG ParticleDataTable, HEPEVT Wrapper, PythiaWrapper).
The HepMC dependencies have been limited to the C++ Standard Template Library (7) (STL) and the vector classes from the Class Library for High Energy Physics (8) (CLHEP). A simple wrapper for Pythia (9) is supplied to allow the inclusion of event generation examples.
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